Grades 3 -5 (Ages 8-10)
Heads up let's learn! School Review & Prep
(Mountains)
Math, reading, language, and health take the
spotlight with these apps designed to teach
elementary students skills that will help them as
they progress from third through fifth grade.
Improve reading and comprehension skills ;
explore the Cretaceous Period with dinosaurs ;
learn about food prep and healthy meals ;
practice math skills
Image That! eBooks (County)
These interactive books filled with engaging
characters and stories will help readers in the
320L-480L range improve reading
comprehension skills, build confidence, and
advance to more difficult texts. Lexile Measures
make it easy to match your reader to text at
their current reading level. This pack offers
texts at an average 3rd grade reading level
equivalent. Listening while reading enables
people to understand texts higher than their
tested Lexile reading level and improves
comprehension by 76%
Matheversity (County)
Practice makes perfect with these lessons
designed to teach math skills from fractions and
decimals to multi-digit multiplication and more!
Practice addition and subtraction with decimals;
Learn to work with fractions; Memorize
multiplication tables; Strengthen problemsolving and critical thinking skills

Problem Solver! STEAM (Mountains)
Kids will push thinking to new levels and solve
real word problems with challenges that
encourage them to combine art with science,
technology, engineering and math skills! Play
and build your way through puzzles and games;
learn about the importance of water
preservation; explore force, acceleration,
buoyancy, heat, elasticity; practice fractions,
spelling, graphs, division, geometry, grammar
and more
Science explosion! Science (Haynes)
Kids' scientific minds will grow exponentially as
they explore health science, geology, biology,
astronomy, and more with these games,
puzzles, and interactive books. Learn about
nutrition and healthy behaviors; Explore
volcanos and other natural wonders; Get to
know reptiles and play with different animals;
Discover life outside of earth
What a Find! Scavenger Hunt (Haynes)
Children will develop problem-solving, hand-eye
coordination, and strategic thinking skills as
they move from game to game searching for
hidden objects, identifying landmarks, and
more. Search for objects; build knowledge of
geography; explore new places; develop
problem-solving skills

